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Today
• The language and its speakers
• The project
• A documentation case study
• Moving forward
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The Language and its Speakers
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The Language

• Yupik, Yupigestun, Akuzipik
• English-language literature: “Central Siberian Yupik”, 

“St. Lawrence Island Yupik”
• Russian-language literature: “Chaplinski Yupik” 

(when spoken on the Chukotka peninsula)
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Schwartz & Chen 2017, p. 277
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The Yupik (-speaking) 
Community

• Chukotka (~800-1200 Yupiget, 
~200 speakers in several villages)

• Sivuqaq (St. Lawrence Island) 
(~1300 Yupiget, ~500-1000 
speakers in two villages)
• Sivuqaq (Gambell, 

incorporated 1963)
• Sivunga (Savoonga, 

incorporated 1969)

• Alaskan mainland (~300-400)
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Yupik Language Situation

• Yupik materials developed in Russia, 1930s-1950s
• After this, shift away from Yupik
• Youngest speakers in Russia ~70 years old

• Yupik materials developed in Alaska, 1970s-1990s
• Bilingual-bicultural curriculum
• ~1980, nearly all SLI Yupiget speaking Yupik at home
• Dramatic shift starting in mid-1990s
• Now: < half? of children speaking/learning Yupik at 

home
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Existing English-
language 
Scholarship

• Dictionary (Badten, 
et al. 2008) →

• Pedagogical grammar 
(Jacobson 2001) →
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Existing English-language Scholarship

• Work on phonology, prosody, and orthography (Jacobson 
1985, Krauss et al. 1985, Jacobson 1990); 
• Syntax and language contact (Jacobson 1977, 1994, 2001, 

2006; de Reuse 1994); 
• Syntax and historical morphology (de Reuse 1992); 
• Semantics (de Reuse 2001); 
• Morphology and morphophonemics (Vakhtin 2009); 
• Polysynthesis (de Reuse 2009); and 
• Comparison with Alaskan Yup’ik (Jacobson 2012).
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Existing Scholarship

• Some foundational and largely descriptive literature 
in Russian also exists
• As well as a healthy number of Yupik-language texts, 

and curricular materials (developed in the 1970s-
1990s, largely not in use).
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The Project
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Community action / aims

• Maintenance & revitalization group

• Eventual goal: Immersion curriculum/program

• Our aims: support language use and language 
learning; provide computer tools and training for 
language goals; improve existing documentation
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The Project

(1) Digitization
• Ethnographies, folksongs and stories, papers 

resulting from fieldwork in the 1970s (Alaska 
Native Language Archives, Fairbanks)
• Bilingual-bicultural pedagogical materials

• Use by community
• Building a larger corpus of materials
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The Project

• (2) Computer tools
• Spellcheck
• Dictionary
• Morphological parsers
• E-books
• Language app?
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The Project

(3) Documentation
• Current priorities: 

• Un(der)documented affix attachment rules, lexical 
items (→parser errors)

• Conflicting information in existing literature
• Un(der)documented syntactic and morphological 

phenomena
• Detailed positional and semantic work with 

derivational morphology
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Multidirectional Leveraging

• Digitization → larger corpus → more accurate 
morphological analyzer
• Accurate morphological analyzer → efficient corpus 

searching → ability to locate existing documentation 
of phenomena, and their contexts

= better morphosyntactic and semantic fieldwork; 
ability to build more complex tools for community 
members
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Documentation 
Case Study
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Case study in progress: 
-ma vs. -kaa

(1) Neghtuq.
‘He/she/it ate.’

(2) Neghumaaq.
‘He/she/it ate.’

(3) Neghegkaaguq.
‘He/she/it ate.’
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The “Past” in Yupik

• Unmarked form generally implies past time 
(4) Kayaalistepaglukek.

kayaali -(te)stepag -lukek
get.weak -cause.to.V.a.lot -APO(1p-3d)
‘We allowed it (the stove) to get too weak.’
(SI-54, DR p. 85 ex. 24)
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Case study in progress: 
-ma vs. -kaa

• @~:(i/u)ma and @~–(g)kaa
• In existing linguistic work (de Reuse 1994, Vakhtin

1989, Jacobson 2001):
• both have been labeled “past tense”
• translated with simple past or present perfect in English
• out of context, our speakers do the same (without a clear 

pattern as to which gets which translation)
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Case study in progress: 
-ma vs. -kaa

• De Reuse (1994:168): 
• “The difference between the past tense postbases -

kaqe- / -kau- and @:(i/u)ma- is subtle; they certainly have 
different epistemic modal connotations: 
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Case study in progress: 
-ma vs. -kaa

• De Reuse (1994:168): 
• -kaa: “the past event is reported as a matter of shared 

historical knowledge for which the speaker need not take 
total responsibility”;...
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Case study in progress: 
-ma vs. -kaa

• De Reuse (1994:168): 
• -ma used when the speaker “takes some responsibility 

for the past event reported, regardless of whether it was 
actually witnessed by him” (1994: 168).

• These descriptions do not ring particularly true for 
speakers.
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The “Past” in Yupik

• Unmarked form
• Vakhtin 1989/2000 “neutral” or “non-future” or 

“recent past” (uses null morpheme -∅ )
• Translates with ‘have’ or simple past
• Our speakers render with simple past in English
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The “Past” in Yupik

(5) Aglaataqa.
aglaat -∅ -aqa
walk -PRF -TR.1s.A+3s.O
‘I have carried it.’ (Vakhtin 2000: 71, ex. 1)
‘I brought it over.’ x3, ‘I took it over.’
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The “Past” in Yupik

• @~:(i/u)ma-
• Vakhtin 1989 “past”, translates with simple past
• Dictionary, Jacobson (2001), De Reuse (1994) 

define as ‘to have V-ed or been V-ed’
• De Reuse (1994) glosses PST and translates 

mostly with simple past, some with ‘have’
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The “Past” in Yupik

(6) Aglaasimaaqa.
aglaat -ima -aqa
walk -PST -TR.1sA+3s.O
‘I carried it.’ (Vakhtin 2000: 71, ex. 2)
‘I have already brought it over’, ‘I have brought 
it (over)’, ‘I already took it over’, ‘I already 
brought it over’
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The “Past” in Yupik

• @~–(g)kaa (intrans)/ @~–(g)kaqe (trans)
• Dictionary, Jacobson, De Reuse: same as -ma-

(define as perfect, gloss as perfect or simple 
past)
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The “Past” in Yupik

(7) Neghegkaaguq.
neghe @~–(g)kaa -uq
eat -PST -IND(3s)
‘He has eaten.’ (Badten et al. 2008)
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Vakhtin’s “Double Tense Forms”

(8) Tagimanaaghtuq.
tagi @~:(i/u)ma @~f+naagh -uq
come -PST -FUT -IND.3s 
(V2000:73:10)
By that time, it will be so that he will have 
come. Speaker’s translation: He will surely have 
come by that time

• One of our speakers: ‘He will have came’
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Perfecthood?

• No obvious adverbial infelicity
(9) Aa aghulakaaguq (maaten). 

’Yes, he (has/had) danced (a little while ago).’
(10) Aghulamaaq maaten.

‘He (had) danced a little while ago.’
(11) Aghulakaaguq ighivgaq.

‘He (had) danced yesterday.’
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New Data

• Forms with -ma and -kaa are sometimes 
distinguishable in terms of the distance of the 
described event from speech time, but this is not 
always the case
• more or less proximal in terms of time, 
• acquisition of knowledge of the event, 
• or other reasons for proximity or saliency with respect to 

the speaker.
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Degrees of proximity: time

• -ma and –kaa seem to be used to mark more recent 
versus more distant past events, even when only 
considering out-of-context forms
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(12)

(13)
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(14)

(15)
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• In a naturalistically produced story about the 
speaker sewing a parka, we find the following:

(16)
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Degrees of proximity: time

• To situate such forms in a more natural discourse, I 
presented speakers with several scenarios
• First scenario: a gathering

• another individual was making plates of food for guests.
• the individual asks the speaker whether they should 

make a plate for the speaker’s son/daughter, and the 
speaker declines because the son/daughter has eaten.
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(17)

(18)
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Degrees of proximity: time

• Second scenario: a boat was stolen from the beach! 
(it was my colleague)
• Different contexts required either –ma or –kaa
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(19)

(20) 
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(21)

(22) 
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• -ma:
• You watch the person steal the boat. You call your 

brother to tell him.
• You watch the person steal the boat. You walk into 

the store to tell someone.
• You’re on the beach, and you see the person steal 

the boat. Someone drives up on their Honda and 
you tell them what happened.
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• -kaa:
• The next day, someone asks you what happened to 

the boat.
• You saw the boat get stolen yesterday. You walk into 

the store and someone asks you what happened.
• Translations/comments: “He already stole it. He has 

already taken it.” “It’s a fact, it’s stolen, he’s done, it 
happened.”
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• Does this have to do with perceived or absolute 
recency?
• Talking about a lunar roving vehicle left on the 

moon that broke in 1971: -kaa
• Take a time machine back to when it had just 

broken: -ma
• Take the time machine back to the present and tell 

your friend: -ma
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Degrees of proximity: 
Knowledge/evidence and salience

• Back to the boat-taking:
• Your brother has heard that his boat just got stolen; 

you look and see that his boat is gone and call him 
to ask what happened to it. He answers:
• -kaa
• In this case, although the stealing happened recently, the 

news of it came through indirect rather than direct 
evidence
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Degrees of proximity: 
Knowledge/evidence and salience

• Difficult to accommodate if the distinction between 
the two affixes is simply one of temporal recency
• Scenario volunteered by a speaker:

• You heard through a chain of four people that your boat 
got stolen.
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(23)

Or, if the event felt very immediate:
(24)
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Degrees of proximity: 
Knowledge/evidence and salience

• The meaning difference between –ma and –kaa
depends on speaker perspective.
• Back to the social gathering
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Degrees of proximity: 
Knowledge/evidence and salience
• Speakers noted that if someone were to come up 

to you and ask if a third party has eaten, you would 
most likely answer with the form of ‘eat’ with -kaa
(neghekaaguq). 
• This fact could be consistent with a temporal 

account. 
• However, an extension of this scenario was offered: 

“At the party—someone asks about my son. I’ll tell 
the first people that ask Ighneqa neghegkaaguq
aghneq. Someone else asks, I say Igneqa
neghumaaq.”
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Degrees of proximity: 
Knowledge/evidence and salience

• An account of the difference between -ma and -kaa
based only on temporal proximity would predict 
that both inquiries would be answered with the 
same form (referring to the same eating event). 
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Degrees of proximity: 
Knowledge/evidence and salience

• Instead, -ma is used to refer to an event that is 
more mentally or cognitively “proximal” for a non-
temporal reason
• Here, once the topic has been broached initially, 

the speaker adjusts to the more proximal form, 
reflecting the new saliency of the event in question.
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Discussion

• The notion of cognitive proximity (if we want to call 
it that) accounts for this diverse dataset
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Discussion

• Bella (2005), cognitive-pragmatic treatment of 
deictics in Modern Greek
• Argued to be sensitive to proximity vs. distance from the 

deictic center 
• Argument within Cognitive Grammar (e.g. Langacker

1987, 2001) that a speaker’s marking of a particular 
individual or event as “relevant” to the discourse involves 
“a procedure of cognitive comparison in which s/he 
becomes involved” (Bella 2005: 42). 

• Something like this process also seems to be at work in 
the choice between Yupik -ma and -kaa.
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Discussion

• Semantic or morphosyntactic category?
• Similarity to “remoteness” distinctions in tense (e.g. 

Bantu, Botne 2006, Cable 2013)
• South Baffin Inuktitut multiple past tenses (Hayashi 2011)
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Discussion

• Tense? Neither is obligatory (or terribly common) in 
describing past situations—instantiating obligatory 
Tense head unlikely
• Grammatical aspect?
• Evidentiality? (tense/aspect distinctions develop 

into or from evidentiality and related meanings—
Aikhenvald 2004, Botne 2012)
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Discussion

• Distributionally, none of these categories are 
obvious candidates
• But the categorial status of most Yupik affixes is still 

an open question
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Discussion

• Of course possible (and perhaps even likely, given 
the proximity of the affixes to the root compared to 
other tense/aspect affixes) that these are better 
considered to be derivational morphemes
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Conclusion

Photo courtesy Lane Schwartz
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Summing up

• New data from speakers in Sivuqaq indicate that we 
don’t have the full story about the “past” 
morphemes –ma and -kaa
• -ma is used in describing ”closer” events; -kaa

events that lack proximity in degree of knowledge, 
evidence, or salience
• The categorial status remains uncertain
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Implications for language 
maintenance

• Lower-frequency affixes run the risk of falling out of 
the language more quickly
• Naturalistic elicitation and existing corpus data may 

not contain enough instances to reconstruct the 
meaning differences if they are lost
• Goal is to document so that the uses could be 

reconstructed
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Next steps

• Continued in-depth morphosyntactic and semantic 
elicitation
• Effects of Aktionsart/situation type?

• -ma supposed to show change-of-state effects; have not 
seen

• Transitivity?
• Lexical items?

• Further naturalistic elicitation

• Understanding the categorial status of these pieces is 
key to the analysis of the wider 
tense/aspect/mood/modality system in Yupik (and 
beyond)
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Case study in progress: 
-ma vs. -kaa
• -ma: (@~:(i/u)ma):
• Proto Inuit-Yupik form (u)ma-, with the meaning “perfective (state of having done 

s.th.)”
• “probably alternating with ima- after t bases (if not cima-) and uma- after other C in [Proto 

Inuit-Yupik] as still in [the Yupik languages]” (Fortescue, et al. 2010: 453). 

• Remnants across the language family with meanings of 
• “state of having V-ed or been V-ed” (Alutiiq, Central Alaskan Yup’ik), 
• past tense (Naukan, Sirenik), 
• evidential (Seward Peninsula Inuit), 
• perfective state (North Alaskan Inuit, Western Canadian Inuit, Eastern Canadian Inuit, 

Greenlandic Inuit), and ‘evidently’ or ‘apparently’ (Eastern Canadian Inuit, Greenlandic 
Inuit).

• Fortescue, et al. note the Proto-Eskimo form (u)ma-, with the meaning “perfective (state of 
having done s.th.)”, “probably alternating with ima- after t bases (if not cima-) and uma-
after other C in [Proto Eskimo] as still in [the Yupik languages]” (Fortescue, et al. 2010: 453). 
There are remnants across the language family with meanings of “state of having V-ed or 
been V-ed” (Alutiiq, Central Alaskan Yup’ik), past tense (Naukan, Sirenik), evidential (Seward 
Peninsula Inuit), perfective state (North Alaskan Inuit, Western Canadian Inuit, Eastern 
Canadian Inuit, Greenlandic Inuit), and ‘evidently’ or ‘apparently’ (Eastern Canadian Inuit, 
Greenlandic Inuit). 
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Case study in progress: 
-ma vs. -kaa

• -kaa: (@~–(g)kaa): Apparent innovation on the Proto Yupik-Sirenik side; active in 
Yupik, possible remnant in Central Alaskan Yup’ik

• Fortescue, et al.: Yupik -kaq “passive participle, also transitive past tense marker” 
derives from Proto Inuit-Yupik kaR “passive participle”. Only remnants of this form 
exist in Alutiiq, Central Alaskan Yup’ik, Naukan, and Seward Peninsula Inuit. 

• North Alaskan Inuit, Western Canadian Inuit, and Greenlandic Inuit show forms 
having to do with passive participles, while Eastern Canadian Inuit shows a form 
meaning ‘durable result of action’. (Fortescue, et al. 2010: 442). 

• Proto-Yupik/Sirenik kšaq ‘past participial’ is listed as the relevant form for Yupik 
kaq ‘one that has -ed’ “also a past tense marker; kaa- ‘have -ed’” (Fortescue, et 
al. 2010: 445). 

• Only Sirenik is given as having a cognate of this form, meaning ‘one that has -ed’. 
The related affix in Central Alaskan Yup’ik is (g)aq ‘that which has been V-ed’ 
(Jacobson 1984: 739); as far as I know there is no non-participial form equivalent 
to Yupik’s -kaa/-kaqe.

• To my knowledge, St. Lawrence Island/Central Siberian Yupik is the only language 
in the family to have the distinction between -ma and -kaa as tense-like markers. 
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